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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a new numerical model for thermal quenching in quartz, based on the previously

suggested Mott–Seitz mechanism. In the model electrons from a dosimetric trap are raised by optical or

thermal stimulation into the conduction band, followed by an electronic transition from the conduction

band into an excited state of the recombination center. Subsequently electrons in this excited state

undergo either a direct radiative transition into a recombination center, or a competing thermally

assisted non-radiative process into the ground state of the recombination center. As the temperature of

the sample is increased, more electrons are removed from the excited state via the non-radiative

pathway. This reduction in the number of available electrons leads to both a decrease of the intensity of

the luminescence signal and to a simultaneous decrease of the luminescence lifetime. Several

simulations are carried out of time-resolved optically stimulated luminescence (TR-OSL) experiments,

in which the temperature dependence of luminescence lifetimes in quartz is studied as a function of the

stimulation temperature. Good quantitative agreement is found between the simulation results and

new experimental data obtained using a single-aliquot procedure on a sedimentary quartz sample.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of thermal quenching of the stimulated
luminescence in quartz has been well-known for several decades
(see for example, Bøtter-Jensen et al. [1], p. 44, and references
therein). Thermal quenching manifests itself as a reduction of the
measured luminescence intensity from quartz as the sample
temperature is raised, and has been observed in both thermo-
luminescence (TL) and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL)
experiments on quartz ([2–4]). A model has been suggested
previously for explaining thermal quenching in quartz, known as
the Mott–Seitz mechanism (see for example [1,5,6], and refer-
ences therein). Although the Mott–Seitz mechanism has been
discussed extensively in the TL/OSL literature for quartz, to the
best of our knowledge there has been no numerical modeling of
the kinetic processes involved.

In addition to the well-known effects on the TL and OSL
intensities, thermal quenching also affects the apparent lumines-
cence lifetimes in quartz (and other dosimetric materials, see for
example Ref. [7]). Over the past decade, extensive time-resolved

OSL (TR-OSL) measurements have been carried out using samples
of both quartz and feldspars, reflecting the importance of these
materials in dating and retrospective dosimetry ([8–14]). During
TR-OSL measurements, the stimulation is carried out with a brief
light pulse and photons are recorded based on their arrival at the
luminescence detector with respect to the light pulse. Summing
signals from several pulses gives rise to the typical TR-OSL
curve that shows the buildup of luminescence during the pulse
and the subsequent decrease after the pulse on ns to ms time
scales, depending on the processes involved. The decaying signal
immediately following any light pulse can be analyzed using the
linear sum of exponential decays, and can therefore be character-
ized using decay constant(s) or lifetime(s). The main advantage of
TR-OSL over CW-OSL is that it allows study of such recombination
and/or relaxation pathways.

Several researchers have studied the temperature dependence
of luminescence lifetimes and luminescence intensity from time-
resolved luminescence spectra in quartz (see for example, [15–19]
and references therein). The luminescence lifetimes for unan-
nealed sedimentary quartz typically are found to remain constant
at �42 ms for stimulation temperatures between 20 and 100 oC,
and then to decrease continuously to �8 ms at 200 oC.

The purpose of this paper is to present a new kinetic model for
thermal quenching in quartz based on the Mott–Seitz mechanism.
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In this model all recombination transitions are localized within
the recombination center (in contrast to a delocalized model,
where all charge transitions take place to or from the conduction
and valence bands—e.g. Ref. [6]).

Several simulations of typical TR-OSL experiments are carried
out using the model, and the results are compared to new mea-
surements of the luminescence lifetimes and luminescence
intensity of a sedimentary quartz sample as a function of the
stimulation temperature.

2. Experimental

In the experimental work presented here, sedimentary quartz
(sample WIDG8; Ref. [20]) with grain size 90–125 mm has been
used. The quartz were extracted from the sample by sieving,
heavy liquid separation and HF treatment; the absence of
significant feldspar contamination was confirmed by tests using
IR stimulation. Sample measurements were carried out on a Risø
TL/OSL-20 reader with an integrated pulsing option to control the
stimulation LEDs, and with a photon timer attachment with a
channel width of 100 ps to record the TR-OSL data ([21]). Blue
light stimulation was performed with an LED array emitting at
470730 nm, and delivering 50 mW cm�2 CW stimulation at the
sample position; a 7.5 mm thick Hoya U340 filter was used. The
duration of both the on- and off-pulse widths can be set
independently to between 0.2 ms and 9.9 s (on-time) and between
0.6 ms and 9.9 s (off-time), although the pulse shape deteriorates
for pulse widths o6 ms. During a pulsed measurement, the
photon timer records the time of arrival of photons detected
during and after the pulse (relative to the beginning of the pulse).

In the measurements, a single aliquot of the quartz sample
WIDG8 was optically bleached with blue light for 100 s at 260 oC
in order to empty all optically active traps, and was subsequently
given a beta dose of 5 Gy. It was then preheated for 10 s at 260 oC
and the TR-OSL was measured by repeatedly turning the optical
stimulation ON for 50 ms and OFF for 500 ms. This was followed by
an optical bleach for 100 s at 260 oC. The whole process was
repeated for higher stimulation temperatures, from 20 to 320 oC
in steps of 20 oC. Recycling measurements were done for the
stimulation temperatures 40, 100, 200, and 300 oC.

3. The Mott–Seitz mechanism of thermal quenching in quartz

The principles behind the Mott and Seitz mechanism of
thermal quenching in quartz have been summarized previously,
for example in Bøtter-Jensen et al. [1], page 44. The Mott–Seitz
mechanism is usually shown schematically using a configura-
tional diagram as in Fig. 1a, and consists of an excited state of the
recombination center and the corresponding ground state. In this
mechanism, electrons are captured into an excited state of the
recombination center, from which they can undergo either one of
two competing transitions. The first transition is a direct radiative
recombination route resulting in the emission of light and is
shown as a vertical arrow in Fig. 1a. The second route is an
indirect thermally assisted non-radiative transition into the
ground state of the recombination center; the activation energy
W for this non-radiative process is also shown in Fig. 1a. The
energy given up in the non-radiative recombination is absorbed
by the crystal as heat, rather than being emitted as photons.
One of the main assumptions of the Mott–Seitz mechanism is that
the radiative and non-radiative processes compete within the
confines of the recombination center, hence they are referred to as
localized transitions.

During TR-OSL experiments a brief exposure to stimulating
light (a light pulse) raises a small number of electrons from the
electron trap into the conduction band (CB); some of these
electrons are then trapped by the excited state of the recombina-
tion center (RC). Electrons trapped in this excited state may then
relax to the ground state of the RC through a direct radiative
transition (resulting in emission of a photon) or through a non-
radiative transition (in which the relaxation energy increases
the thermally induced vibrations of the lattice, Fig. 1a). In the
approach first described by Mott ([22,23]), the probability of the
non-radiative process, ANR, is assumed to have a temperature
dependent scaling described by a Boltzmann factor of the form
exp(�W/kBT), where W is the activation energy, T temperature
and kB Boltzmann’s constant, while the radiative probability
AR is assumed to be a constant independent of temperature. The
constants AR and ANR have dimensions of s�1. Thus, the
experimentally observed luminescence will be proportional to
the luminescence efficiency ratio Z(T) defined by the relative
probabilities of radiative and non-radiative transitions

ZðTÞ ¼ AR

ARþANR expð�W=kBTÞ
¼

1

1þ ANR

AR
expð�W=kBTÞ

: ð1Þ

Experimentally it has been found that the CW-OSL or the
325 oC TL peak intensity from quartz samples follow a very
similar expression to Eq. (1) with the empirical form:

IðTÞ ¼
Io

1þC expð�W=kBTÞ
; ð2Þ

where Io is the luminescence intensity at low temperatures and C

a dimensionless constant ([19], Eq. (7); [20,2]). As the tempera-
ture of the quartz sample is increased during stimulation, the
experimentally measured luminescence intensity IðTÞ decreases
with temperature according to Eq. (2). This empirically observed
form is similar to the expression derived on the basis of Mott–
Seitz mechanism i.e. Eq. (1). By comparison of the empirical
expression (2) with the luminescence efficiency expression (1),
the dimensionless empirical constant C appearing in Eq. (2) can be
interpreted as the ratio of the non-radiative and radiative
probabilities ANR/AR.

However, in order to test whether the Mott–Seitz mechanism
could be responsible for thermal quenching in quartz, one should
be able to make estimates of transition probabilities as a function
of temperature; these estimates are unfortunately not possible in
CW-OSL or TL measurements. However, the analysis of time-
resolved OSL signals offers such a possibility. Recently Chithambo
([19], Eq. 5) has shown that the luminescence lifetime (t) derived
from the TR-OSL signals of quartz samples also shows a similar
temperature dependence

t¼ to

1þC expð�W=kBTÞ
; ð3Þ

where to=42 ms is the experimentally-observed lifetime for the
radiative process in unannealed quartz at low temperatures. As
the temperature T of the sample is increased during the optical
stimulation the lifetime tðTÞ of the electrons in the excited state
decreases according to Eq. (3).

A good agreement between Eq. 2 (or (3)) and the TR-OSL data
thus lends support to the Mott–Seitz model as possible explana-
tion for thermal quenching in quartz. To our knowledge a
mathematical implementation of this model has not been under-
taken before; the schematic approach in Fig. 1a is not based
on a detailed numerical model involving electronic transitions
between energy states within the recombination center. The
purpose of this paper is to develop and test such a kinetic model.
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4. A kinetic model for thermal quenching in quartz

Fig. 1b shows the energy level diagram in a simple new model
based on the Mott–Seitz mechanism, with the corresponding
electronic transitions taking place during a typical TR-OSL
experiment. The model consists of a dosimetric trap shown as
level 1, and three levels labeled 2–4 representing energy states
within the recombination center. During the transition labeled 1
in Fig. 1, electrons from a dosimetric trap are raised by optical
stimulation into the CB, with some of these electrons being
retrapped as shown in transition 2 with a probability An.
Transition 3 corresponds to an electronic transition from the CB
into the excited state located below the conduction band with
probability ACB. Transition 5 indicates the direct radiative

transition from the excited level into the ground electronic state
with probability AR, and transition 4 indicates the competing
thermally assisted route. The probability for this competing
thermally assisted process is given by a Boltzmann factor of the
form ANR exp(�W/kBT) where W represents the activation energy
for this process and ANR a constant representing the non-radiative
transition probability (i.e. the probability of non-radiative transi-
tion at infinite temperature). Transition 6 denotes the non-
radiative process into the ground state, the dashed arrow in the
Fig. 1b indicating that it is not a discrete energy loss but rather a
continuous energy loss resulting in heat. The details of the non-
radiative process of releasing energy in the model are not
important; what is important in determining the thermal
quenching effects is the ratio of the non-radiative and radiative
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Fig. 1. (a) The configurational diagram outlining the Mott–Seitz mechanism in quartz and (b) schematic diagram of the thermal quenching model for quartz, which

contains a dosimetric trap (level 1), two excited states within the radiative recombination center (levels 2 and 3), and the corresponding ground state (level 4). The various

transitions shown and the parameters used in the model are described in the text.
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probabilities ANR/AR, or the constant C defined from empirical
observations, and the value of the thermal activation energy W.

The competing transitions 4 and 5 in Fig. 1b form the basis of
our description of the thermal quenching process in quartz and
are the causes of two simultaneous effects. As the temperature of
the sample is increased, electrons are removed from the excited
state according to the Boltzmann factor described above. This
reduction leads to both a decrease of the intensity of the
luminescence signal and to a simultaneous apparent decrease of
the luminescence lifetime.

Several experiments ([2–4,16]) have reported a range of values
of the constants C, W appearing in Eqs. (1) through (3). Typical
ranges for the numerical values for these constants in quartz are
W=0.5–0.8 eV and C=106

�108 (see for example, Chithambo [16],
Table 1 for a tabulation of several results). The parameters used in
the model are defined as follows; N1 is the concentration of
electrons in the dosimetric traps (m�3), n1 the corresponding
concentration of trapped electrons (m�3), N2 and n2 the
concentrations of electron traps and filled traps correspondingly
in the excited level 2 of the recombination center (m�3),
W=0.64 eV the activation energy for the thermally assisted
process (eV), An the conduction band to electron trap transition
probability coefficient (m3 s�1), AR and ANR the radiative and non-
radiative transition probability coefficients (s�1) and ACB the
transition probability coefficient (m3 s�1) for the conduction band
to excited state transition. The parameter nc represents the
instantaneous concentration of electrons in the conduction band
(m�3) and P denotes the probability of optical excitation of
electrons from the dosimetric trap (s�1).

The equations used in the model are as follows:

dn1

dt
¼ ncðN1�n1ÞAn�n1P; ð4Þ

dnc

dt
¼�ncðN1�n1ÞAnþn1P�ACBncðN2�n2Þ; ð5Þ

dn2

dt
¼ ACBncðN2�n2Þ�ARn2�n2ANR expð�W=kBTÞ: ð6Þ

The instantaneous luminescence IðtÞresulting from the radia-
tive transition is defined as

IðtÞ ¼ ARn2: ð7Þ

It is noted that transitions 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 1a are of a localized
nature, while transition 3 involves electrons in the CB and hence
is delocalized. The difference in the nature of these transitions can
also be seen in their mathematical forms in Eqs. (4–7). The term
ACBnc(N2�n2) in Eqs. (5) and (6) expresses the fact that there are
N2�n2 empty electronic states available for electrons in the CB;
these states are excited states of the recombination center, in
agreement with the general assumptions of the Mott–Seitz
mechanism of thermal quenching.

The values of the parameters used in the model are as follows:
An=5�10�14 cm3 s�1, AR=1/42 ms=2.38�104 s�1, ACB=10�8 cm3

s�1, P=0.2 s�1, N1=1014 cm�3, N2=1014 cm�3.
In the absence of any experimental evidence to the contrary, we

will make the assumption that the conduction band empties much
faster than the luminescence process in the recombination center
which is assumed to take place with the experimentally observed
luminescence lifetime of �42 ms. We therefore choose the values of
the delocalized transition probability ACB and of the concentration N2

such that the conduction band empties very quickly when the
stimulating light is switched off, on a time scale of �1 ms. Note that
the chosen values of ACB and N2 are about 1 and 3 orders of
magnitude higher than those used by Bailey [6], respectively.
Without such an increase in either the transition probability and/or
the value of N2, it is not possible to empty the conduction band

sufficiently quickly to explain the experimental TR-OSL results using
a model in which the recombination center is thermally quenched.
The value of the radiative transition probability AR=1/42 ms=2.38�
104 s�1 is taken from experimentally measured luminescence
lifetime of t=42 ms at room temperature ([13], [19]) . The value of
the non-radiative probability ANR was treated as an adjustable
parameter within the model, and is adjusted to obtain the best
possible fits to the experimental data. The initial conditions for the
different concentrations are taken as: n1(0)=9�1013 cm�3, n2(0)=0,
nc(0)=0.

The results of the simulation were tested by varying the
parameters in the model within a physically reasonable range of
values. Not surprisingly given the choice of a conduction band
lifetime very much less than the lifetime of the excited state of the
recombination center, it was found that the results remained
unchanged when the parameters were varied within the follow-
ing ranges of values:

An ¼ 5� 10�12
�5� 10�16 cm3s�1;ACB ¼ 10�5

�10�8 cm3s�1;

N1 ¼ 1010
�1017 cm�3;N2 ¼ 1013

�1016 cm�3;

n1ð0Þ ¼ 9� 1010
�9� 1013 cm�3:

The results of the simulation only depended significantly on
the values of the radiative and non-radiative probabilities AR and
ANR used in the model. These dependencies of the results on the
parameters make physical sense, since the Mott–Seitz mechanism
is primarily an internal competition mechanism within the
recombination center, and should not depend critically on the
values of the external parameters in the model.

Thus, TR-OSL gives us a very useful insight into the lower
limits of these parameter values.

5. Simulation of a typical TR-OSL experiment using the new
model

We have simulated a typical TR-OSL experiment in which the
optical stimulation is initially ON for 200 ms and is subsequently
turned OFF for the same amount of time. Fig. 2 shows the results of
this simulation using the model in Fig. 1b, and with the parameters
listed in the previous section. The decaying part of the signal in Fig. 2
has been fitted to a decaying exponential, while the rising part of the
signal in the same figure is fitted to a saturating exponential
function. The fits are shown as solid lines through the simulated
data, and they yield almost identical luminescence lifetimes with
values trise=(41.8+0.1) ms and tdecay=(41.6+0.1) ms.
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a decaying exponential correspondingly.
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We have repeated this simulation by varying the stimulation
temperature in the range 20–300 1C, with the results shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. It is noted that the preheat and irradiation parts of

the experimental procedure are not part of the simulation, but we
assume instead a non-zero initial concentration of electrons in the
dosimetric trap, as was explained in the previous section. Fig. 3
shows clearly that as the stimulation temperature increases,
the luminescence lifetime for both the rising and falling part of
the signal decrease continuously because of thermal quenching.
The luminescence lifetimes t, obtained by fitting single
exponentials to the simulated TR-OSL curves in Fig. 3, are
shown in Fig. 4. The simulation results in Fig. 4a show that as
the stimulation temperature increases, the luminescence lifetimes
obtained from the exponential fits decrease smoothly from
�42 ms to �2 ms in the temperature range 20–300 1C. It is
noted that the rising and decaying parts of all simulated TR-OSL
signals in Fig. 3 yield indistinguishable luminescence lifetimes,
in agreement with the results of several previous experimen-
tal studies ([19]). Because we have chosen parameter values
such that the conduction band empties much faster than the
excited state of the recombination center, we see no evidence for
the presence of multiple exponential components in these
simulations.

Superimposed on the simulated data of Fig. 4a we show the
experimental data on the luminescence lifetime t for sample
WIDG8 (open triangles), including recycling points at 40, 100, 200
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and 300 oC (filled triangles). The solid line in Fig. 4a indicates the
best fit to the simulation data using the thermal quenching
equation (3) with an activation energy W=0.64 eV and a value of
the non-radiative probability ANR=3.9�1011s�1, corresponding to
a value of the dimensionless constant C=ANR/AR=1.64�107.

Fig. 4b shows the maximum TR-OSL intensity of the simulated
signals shown in Fig. 3, as a function of the stimulating
temperature. Superimposed on the simulated data we show the
corresponding experimental data for sample WIDG8, as well as
the calculated maximum intensity using equation (2). The solid
line in Fig. 4b indicates the best fit to the simulated data using the
thermal quenching equation (3), and with the same parameters C,
W used in Fig. 4a.

The simulation data in Fig. 5 show typical examples of the time
variation of the concentrations of electrons in the CB and in the
excited state (n2) during the decaying signal of the TR-OSL
experiment at room temperature. As expected from our choice of
parameters, the lifetimes of electrons in the CB are extremely
short as compared with the lifetime in the excited state. With the
choice of parameters in the model the CB empties very quickly
within a few ms as shown in the inset of Fig. 5, while the excited
state decays radiatively much slower in agreement with the

experimentally observed lifetime of �40 ms at room temperature.
The corresponding TR-OSL signal decays at the exact same rate as
the excited state (n2) , in agreement with equation (7).

6. Further results of the model

During a typical TR-OSL experiment, the signals from several
thousands of pulses are added digitally to yield the measured
total luminescence signal. An important consideration during
such experiments is whether the shape of the individual TR-OSL
spectra stays the same between pulses, and therefore whether
one can justifiably add many individual pulses. We have
simulated such a sequence of 100,000 pulses using the model of
Fig. 1, with the concentrations at the end of each pulse being used
as the initial concentrations of the next pulse. The resulting TR-
OSL signals in this simulation are shown in Fig. 6, where it is seen
that even after 100,000 pulses the TR-OSL signal maintains its
shape and yields the same luminescence lifetime. The results of
the simulation show that after 100,000 pulses the concentration
of holes in the recombination center decreases by only 3.5% of its
initial value.

An important result from the model is that it produces
reasonable results for very long illumination times of the order
of seconds. In such a case one expects that the results of the
simulation would resemble what is seen experimentally during a
continuous-wave (CW-OSL) experiment. In this simulation of long
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shine down curves in (a), with the stimulation temperature (solid circles). The

solid line is calculated using Eq. (3) for thermal quenching.
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illumination times, the optical stimulation is left ON for a time
period of several seconds, while the OFF part of the simulation is
not important in this type of simulation. As seen in Fig. 7a, the
resulting signal is very similar to an OSL decay curve measured
during a CW-OSL experiment. The simulation was repeated for
different simulation temperatures and the results are shown in
Fig. 7a. Fig. 7b shows the area under the stimulation curves in
Fig. 7a as a function of the stimulation temperature, together with
the results from Eq. (3), showing good agreement between the
results of the simulation and the thermal quenching factor.

A third important result of the model is that it reproduces the
well-known decrease in the thermoluminescence (TL) signal due
to thermal quenching. Specifically when TL glow curves are
measured using a variable heating rate, the TL intensity is found
to decrease as the heating rate increases. The result of simulating
the TL glow curves using different heating rates is shown in Fig. 8,
using typical kinetic parameters for the 325 oC TL peak of quartz
(activation energy E=1.65 eV and frequency factor s=1012 s�1). As
the heating rate increases, the TL glow peaks become wider and
shift towards higher temperatures, while their intensity decreases
significantly. The inset to Fig. 8 shows the decrease of the total
area under the TL glow curves with the heating rate, a well-known
experimental effect due to thermal quenching.

7. Discussion

Several experimental studies of quartz samples have eluci-
dated the nature of the recombination centers in quartz. It is
believed that the main quartz emission band at 380 nm is due to
recombination processes taking place at (H3O4)0 hole centers
([24]). Furthermore, it is thought that the 110 oC TL signal and at
least part of the main OSL signal from quartz are also associated
with this hole center. Additional quartz emission bands have been
identified at 420 nm ([25]) and at 460 nm, with the latter
emission believed to be due to (AlO4)0 centers ([24]). Later
experimental studies have provided important links between
specific impurities in quartz and ionic movements in the crystal,
as well as additional information on the nature of the ionic

complexes involved in the luminescence process in quartz
([26–29]).

In the rest of this section we discuss the relationship between
the quartz model presented in this paper and the more
comprehensive quartz models found in the literature ([6,30,31]).
For comparison purposes we choose the model of Bailey [6] as a
representative example of commonly used phenomenological
quartz models. The purpose of this discussion is to emphasize the
differences between localized and delocalized transitions con-
tained in the models. The Bailey model contains a total of 5
electronic levels and 4 hole centers, and has been used success-
fully to simulate a wide variety of TL and OSL experiments in
quartz. In this model the luminescence intensity from quartz is
written as (Bailey, [6], p.22, Eq. (6)):

IðtÞ ¼ ACBmncZðTÞ; ð8Þ

where ACB represents the probability of electronic transitions from
the conduction band into the recombination center, m represents
the instantaneous concentration of holes in the recombination
center, nc the concentration of electrons in the CB, and Z(T) is the
‘‘luminescence efficiency factor’’ given by a Mott–Seitz type of
expression

ZðTÞ ¼ 1

1þC expð�W=kBTÞ
: ð9Þ

Within the Bailey model, Eq. (8) above clearly represents
mathematically a delocalized transition involving electrons in the
conduction band. Furthermore, Eq. (9) above in the Bailey model
expresses mathematically the thermal quenching process by
using a phenomenological efficiency factor Z(T).

By contrast, in the model presented in this paper the
luminescence intensity is expressed by the expression

IðtÞ ¼ ARn2; ð10Þ

which represents mathematically a localized transition from
the excited level of the recombination center into the ground
state of the same center. In the model of Fig. 2, all transitions are
of a localized nature, except for transition 3 which involves
electrons in the CB and hence is delocalized. Mathematically this
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the thermoluminescence (TL) signal measured with different heating rates, by using the model in Fig. 1. The inset shows the variation of the area

under the TL glow curves as function of the heating rate. The simulated decrease of the TL area with the heating rate is due to the presence of thermal quenching.
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delocalized transition is expressed by the term ACBnc(N2�n2) in
Eqs. (5) and (6). The present model is therefore a mathematical
description of a completely internal mechanism within the
recombination center, and is based on electronic transitions of a
localized nature. Furthermore, the present model is developed in
terms of electrons occupying multiple energy states within the
recombination center, while in the Bailey delocalized model one
considers a single radiative transition from the CB into the
recombination center.

We have attempted to simulate the TR-OSL experiment
described in this paper using the Bailey (2001) model, and found
that the relaxation time within the model is t�0.1 s, three orders
of magnitude larger than the experimentally found value of
t=42 ms. It is possible to select parameter values within the Bailey
model that will give a lifetime consistent with experiment, and
also with the experimentally observed decrease in luminescence
intensity with stimulation temperature. However, in the Bailey
and other similar models there is no process by which this
lifetime is temperature dependent, in contrast to experimental
observation and the predictions of our model.

The ultimate goal of a comprehensive thermal quenching
model for quartz should be a more inclusive model, namely a
model which would combine the delocalized processes in the
Bailey model with an appropriate modification of the parameter
values to explain observed emptying of the conduction band from
the TR-OSL experiments, and the localized processes described in
this paper. Such a comprehensive model would be able to
describe a wider variety of luminescence phenomena in quartz,
from a time scale of microseconds to tens of seconds. Such an
encompassing effort is currently in progress.

8. Conclusions

The Mott–Seitz mechanism for thermal quenching in quartz
was first suggested several decades ago, and provides a physical
explanation based on localized transitions for several thermal
quenching phenomena in quartz. In this paper we presented a
simple kinetic model for the Mott–Seitz mechanism. The model
provides a satisfactory mathematical description of the internal
thermal quenching mechanism of luminescence in quartz. The
results of the model compare quantitatively with new experi-
mental results obtained using a single aliquot procedure on a
sedimentary quartz sample.

The model can be applied to several types of luminescence
experiments involving very different time scales. In the case of
TR-OSL experiments the model can describe thermal quenching
phenomena within a time scale of microseconds, while in the case
of CW-OSL and TL experiments the model provides a satisfactory
description of the thermal quenching kinetics within a time scale
of tens of seconds.

One important conclusion from the model presented here,
is that the existing model parameters for quartz do not allow
quick enough emptying of the CB, and therefore cannot explain

the TR-OSL data. Specifically, all available experimental evidence
points that no matter what the quartz type, the TR-OSL lifetime at
room temperature should be of the order of tens of ms. However,
as pointed out above, the relaxation time within the Bailey
model is t�0.1 s, three orders of magnitude larger than the
experimental value. This is of course not a fundamental failure in
the current models, but rather it calls for a re-evaluation of the
available model parameters for quartz.
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